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RADIATION CONGRESS!
The Christmas Week Radiation Congress has been called for
this date at the moment of completion of the emergency research
of over two years on the possibilities concerning the problem
of radiation.
The Cause and Cure of Radiation and the billion dollar pro
gram, countering it will be the subject of the Congress.
The political situation and the Scientologists' role in it
will also be fully covered.
L. Ron Hubbard will give you the newest and best in FIFTEEN
HOURS of lecture and demonstration.
The dates of the Radiation Congress are Saturday, December
29th, Sunday, December 30th, Monday, December 31st.
The Radiation Congress registration headquarters for ap
plication, information and arrival is 1812 19th Street, N.W. in
Washington.
The Radiation Congress Manager is Richard Steves. Dr.
Steves is now making arrangements for the largest available
Congress Quarters.

" F A B U L O U S F I F T E E N T H " T O B E T O P P E D B Y A . C. C. 16 ! ! !
L. Ron Hubbard has announced from the HCO at 1810 19th St.,
N.W. in Washington the 16th Unit of the Advanced Clinical Course
fot WEDNESDAY. JANUARY 2ND. 1957.
If you aren't ready for this course personally taught by Ron
come in to the Academy and get your HCA. This Unit is open to
both HAA's and HCA's.
The ACC is the golden gateway to the accomplished fact of
auditing all the way.
The Fifteenth was the most successful course ever held ac
cording to all who attended.
These people really learned how to
audit!
(cont. page 3)
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A shot taken at the beginning of the 15th ACC of the ACC
Staff and Students.
1. Jack Harness, 2. Line Burstein, 3. Bob Perrin, 4 Dick Ferg,
5. A1 Michel, 6. Roy Justin, 7. John Galusha, 8. Bill Lenardson, 9. Ken Salmen, 10. George Montgomery, 11. Dick Allen,
12. Will Lapp, 13. Inez Graf, 14. Dick Halpern, 15. Chuck
Berner, 16. Harold Ladas, 17. Burton Fairber, 19. Leo Bachand,
20. Don Breeding, 21. Joan Beak, 22. Jan Halpern, 23. Connie
Godfrey, 24. Ethel Fredericks, 25. Marilynn Routsong, 26. Ron,
27. Rhona Earnshaw, 28. Nibs, 29. Mary Gluski, 30. Esta Gluck,
31. Corinne Ellsworth, 32. Esther Mathews.

(cont. front page 1)...
The ACC features a three-week Intensive
for all class members.
It contains personal coaching and in
structing all the way through. L. Ron Hubbard gives in addition
to his daily personal attention to each student's performance a
daily lecture to the class on theory and practice and gives a
great many auditing and indoctrination demonstrations.
He is assisted by a powerful group of instructors headed by
Nibs, who is among other great elements an auditing genius and
the best instructor of Scientology available anywhere to LRH.
Thus he has taught with Ron about fifteen of the first fifteen
Units of ACC.
Nibs is now doing in the ACC something that is somewhat new
in teaching.
He is training auditors to look and to know im
mediately and without hesitation what is happening with and to
the preclear.
In other words he is teaching them LRH level
auditing.
The course is packed and loaded and beautifully balanced.
All applications to the ACC must be approved before enroll
ment by LRH.
The 15th was the best.

The 16th will be even better.

If you don't have it get your Academy HCA and be ready.
Don't miss! Things are humming here!!!!
FIFTEEN HOURS OF LRH
Though the Radiation Congress is to be a day shorter to make
sure everyone can make ALL of it, there will be nevertheless the
full and complete fifteen hours of lecture by L. Ron Hubbard.
We of course know how much you look forward to getting as
much of the lectures and demonstrations and processing from Ron
as possible. This is to assure all hands that all is well with
the Congress Schedule and Ron will be simply condensing the full
program into the three days.
The Radiation Congress is an "emergency session" coming as
it does at the completion of the emergency research of these
many months, and coming also at a time when the world is waiting
for itself to blow or not blow its own head off.
Scientology, three feet in back of Society's Head, has some
thing to say about this. Scientology isn't waiting.
We haven't got it cinched either. The situation is rough
even if you look at it via the general news. When you get the
Radiation Congress report on the actual situation you will see
that a lot of things you have been wondering about the past
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few years fall into place and the picture gets clear if perhaps
a little too candid.
RADIATION CONGRESS TAPES
Undoubtedly much of the material of the Congress will some
time in the future be made available, to those who attend, in
tape form; however, certain of the data of the Radiation Cong
ress will not be recorded.
WEST COAST ATTENDANCE
Since the west coast is very expensive to get to Washington
from you will have to get together on the transportation sit
uation. What you should do is charter a DC-6 or other large
airliner from Los Angeles and another from San Francisco for
Western Personnel.
Schedule enough airplanes to accomodate every key person on
the west coast and allow for the fact that you will have to make
stops in such places as Tucson, Phoenix, Dallas, Houston, and
Kansas City to pick up Radiation Congress passengers.
In any
case where the number of Congress passengers is great enough at
one of the stops, charter an additional plane from that point
and cancel the stop for the L.A. or S.F. plane.
This is by far the most inexpensive and the speediest method
of getting large numbers of people to locations involving dis
tances over 1,000 miles.
It is possible that another arm of the west-coast flights
should be made of the further north section to accomodate more
closely Oregon and Washington.
PRECHRISTMAS WESTCOAST RALLY
A Pre-Radiation-Congress Rally is scheduled for the West
Coast to handle the above and other matters, as well as a good
deal of briefing on the latest in Scientology.
HGA's FARBER, BERNER AND LADAS are running the show. All
three have just completed the greatest steps in their careers,
the 15th Unit of the ACC with Ron.
This rally is taking place all day December 16th, 12:30 to
10:00 P.M. at the Alexandria Hotel in Los Angeles at 5th and
Spring Streets.
For efficient handling of Pre-Congress Rally
arrangements at the hotel inform Farber-Berner-Ladas promptly
at 109 East Dryden, Glendale, California.
PLANS
Auditors should not plan too much beyond the Radiation Cong
ress. Especially as to projects and financial commitments.

Present projects, such as P.E. courses, while not necessarily to
be radically changed right now should of course be kept smoothly
running.
HAA's and HCA's planning to attend the next (16th) ACC
should apply very promptly (most already have) to the HCO at
1810 19th Street, N.H. in Washington and should take the great
est possible care to secure the activities, groups and programs
in their own areas before leaving them. In other words don't
leave your group and practice in a confusion while you are away
at the ACC. Delegate authority to the proper persons to assure
that this is done. Have the reports sent regularly to you while
in the course.
WASHINGTON ACCOMODATIONS
Washington is an extremely well prepared place for the liv
ing accomodations of large conventions and so forth. There are
hotel and other facilities for any price range. It is usually
most effective for Congress members to stay in the hotel where
the Congress is held, because this centralizes personnel and
makes for better general communication with the group at large,
which is an important feature of Congresses.
If you wish a suite or a room reserved for you at the Cong
ress location, write Congress Manager Richard Steves at 1812
19th Street, N.W. in Washington. Any other matters concerning
the Radiation Congress should also of course be referred to Dr.
Steves.
GRADUATES' COMMENTS ON ACC 15
JACK HARNESS, "...liked most the ARC and team spirit...absolute
assurance...good randomity level...good control...high tone of
instructors...especially I liked the thoroughness contained in
the six weeks..." LINC BURSTEIN, "...liked Ron pushing us to
take more and more data and to keep looking at it and pointing
out its practicality...getting us to understand...wonderful when
the reality hits...!" ROY JUSTIN, "...I liked most the High
School Indoctrination...precision procedure and control...the
lectures on "doing something else"...you-do-it processes...the
people in the course...seminars...the group processing...Ron's
auditor conferences..." DICK FERG, "...for the first time in
FOUR YEARS processes worked on ME and I was able to be a pre
clear. Process #1 did the trick...case cracked..." MARILYNN
R0UTS0NG, "...I suggest that we get every auditor in the field
in for this kind of training.
Old-time HDA's would readily
grasp this and use it effectively. There are many parallels be
tween SLP 8 and engram running. Ken's PE Course was wonderful.
The learning processea are tremendous.
I'm very glad I attended
the ACC..." JOHN GALUSHA, "...a brand new look at theory and
fundamentals, and the importance of auditing procedure...1 have
also learned several processes with which I had no acquaintance
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and quite a bit about people who I thought I knew...I have been
closely connected with eight previous ACC Units and found this
one ten times better than any other..." JAN HALPERN, "...this
course was beautifully planned and so much the best ACC yet that
you'd have to talk about the difference in thousands of percents
...1 learned how to teach anybody anything better and how to gofor-broke in auditing..." INEZ GRAF, "...this course is the
achievement for which I have been working for years and with its
attainment comes a greater part in the future of Scientology..."
DICK HALPERN, "...what I liked best in the course was the re
sults..."
*
*

________________________ *_________________________
For
For
For
For
For

RADIATION CONGRESS FEES
one person, $35. For a married couple, $60.
a GENERAL Member, HASI or HDRF, $32.50. With spouse, $50.
a SPECIAL Member, HASI or HDRF, $25. With spouse, $35.
a PROFESSIONAL Member, HASI or HDRF, $25. $35 with spouse.
a person 16 years of age or less. $10.

NON-MEMBERS, NOTE THE ABOVE FEE REDUCTIONS FOR MEMBERS!!!.'
A non-member listed in this application can get his HASI
Membership while applying for his (or her) Radiation Congress
reservation and receive the Member's fee reduction.
Checks
or money orders for memberships should be separate, and made
out to the HASI (or HDRF if preferred).
USE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
Radiation Congress fees and HASI, HDRF Membership fees
should be paid by check or money order.
Congress fee checks should be made to THE CONGRESSS of
EASTERN SCIENTOLOGISTS, the sponsoring organization of the
Radiation Congress.
The fee includes membership in the CES
and you receive the membership card and congress name-badge.
MEMBERSHIP IN DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY
HASI, HDRF
There are different levels of membership. The first one
is the GENERAL Membership, which gets the member one full year
of ABILITY Magazine, Certainty Magazine (from HASI London) and
a 10% discount on books, tape recordings and CONGRESSES.
Next is the SPECIAL Membership, which receives the above
publications and additionally the PROFESSIONAL AUDITOR'S BUL
LETINS from L. Ron Hubbard every two weeks, and a 20% discount
on books, tape recordings AND CONGRESSES.
The PROFESSIONAL Membership is of course held by every
professional Scientologist of whatever degree and also, in the
HDRF, by every HDA.
It is a necessary adjunct to professional
standing.
The Professional Member receives services from the
various Scientology organizations necessary to good field op
eration.
The fees are: GENERAL MEMBERSHIP, $8.50 per year; SPECIAL
MEMBERSHIP, $25.00 per year; PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP, $25.00
per year.______________________ :
__________________________________
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APPLICATION FORM FOR

The Radiation Congress
December 29, 30, 31, 1956, Washington, D.C.
TO:

RADIATION CONGRESS MANAGER Richard Steves

Dear Dick,
Yes, I'll be there.'!!
my party.

Here's my application, and those in
From:___________

NAME, address

____

(check membership)

Others applying with me are:

applying under the special married couple rates please indicate.
Please indicate also where a person 16 or under is applying the
special child's rate.)
Enclosed is my check for the Congress applications listed.
The check is made to THE CONGRESS OF EASTERN SCIENTOLOGISTS.
Amount of check $________________
Enclosed is payment to the H.A.S.I. for the memberships we
are ordering at this time.
Amount of check $________________
PLEASE LIST ON SEPARATE SHEET EXACT NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF
THOSE APPLYING FOR MEMBERSHIP WITH THIS FORM.
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"THE GOLD PIN HUNT"
YOU may be the lucky Associate Member who gets the gold pin
and the Gold Pin Award!!!
ONE Associate Member has gotten or will get the pure gold
Member's Pin. Just ONE.
If you will send that gold pin direct to Ron at his office
In Washington, D.C. (1810 19th St., N.W.) he will send you an
autographed L. Ron Hubbard book AND his check for five dollars,
the announced Reward.
Take a look at your pin.

It might be the one.

Or get one If you don't have one already.

That might be the

one!
What's an Associate Membership? It's the only lifetime
membership in Scientology!!!
It's small in cost and mass and
big in importance.
It's the most Important thing Man's got!
It says, "WE THOUSANDS (and then, we millions) INTEND to
keep this world and create this civilization and not have Man
succumb to.........."
Come to the Radiation Congress to find out the rest of that
sentence.
Jack Parkhouse, London
John Sanborn, U.S.A.
------------------------------------------------------------ —js H /i\

When sending this sheet in as Congress application ( s e e ^ '
page 7) you can check here I
I and send a dollar forj-your i ^3
Associate Membership. Good for a lifetime, gets you Membe^'s»
Card and the famous and possibly gold pin. Join Scierttologj^/
and the Gold Pin Hunt!!!
___
__X,9N_V>'
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